Injection of tetrodotoxin into the entorhinal cortex suppresses cell firing in the dentate gyrus.
Ablation of the entorhinal cortex (EC) of rats induces a reorganization of afferents and dendrites in the denervated dentate gyrus (DG). The signal which triggers these events is unknown, but one candidate is the reduction of granule cell firing which follows the EC lesion. Testing this hypothesis requires eliminating activity in the perforant path without destroying the EC. In the present study, we evaluated whether injecting tetrodotoxin (TTX) into the EC could reduce neuronal activity in the DG to the same extent as EC ablation. Using microelectrode recording techniques, we recorded the activity of single cells in the DG before and up to 8 h after TTX injection. Transmission over the perforant path was monitored before and up to 24 h after TTX injections by stimulating the EC and recording evoked responses in the DG. TTX injections into the EC consistently reduced the firing rate of neurons in the DG by about 80%. Neither firing rate nor temporodentate-evoked responses recovered during the observation period. Saline injections did not alter either physiological measure. The results suggest that the postlesion decreases in neuronal activity in the DG reflect lost synaptic drive rather than an effect dependent upon early degenerative events. Because TTX injection reduces postsynaptic activity to the same extent as does a lesion, the technique can be used to determine whether a loss of afferent drive is sufficient to induce the biochemical and morphological sequelae of denervation.